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Hit-and-Run leaves its mark: Catalyst
transcription factors and chromatin
modification

Kranthi Varala1), Ying Li1), Amy Marshall-Col�on2), Alessia Para3) and Gloria M. Coruzzi1)*
Understanding how transcription factor (TF) binding is related to gene

regulation is amoving target.We recently uncovered genome-wide evidence for

a Hit-and-Run model of transcription. In this model, a master TF hits a target

promoter to initiate a rapid response to a signal. As the hit is transient, themodel

invokes recruitment of partner TFs to sustain transcription over time. Following

the run, the master TF hits other targets to propagate the response genome-

wide. As such, a TF may act as a catalyst to mount a broad and acute response

in cells that first sense the signal, while the recruited TF partners promote long-

term adaptive behavior in the whole organism. This Hit-and-Run model likely

has broad relevance, as TF perturbation studies across eukaryotes show small

overlaps between TF-regulated and TF-bound genes, implicating transient TF-

target binding. Here, we explore this Hit-and-Run model to suggest molecular

mechanisms and its biological relevance.
dynamic regulation; gene regulatory

transcriptional model; transcriptional
Keywords:
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Introduction

Dynamic action of transcription factors
(TFs) and associated changes in chro-
matin state has emerged as a very active
field of research [1–6]. Studies of
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individual TFs in yeast [3], Drosophila,
human [5] and Arabidopsis [7] have
identified similarities in mode of action,
wherein a TF can affect changes in gene
expression long after its own attach-
ment and dissociation from the target
gene. With advances in transcriptome
sequencing and high-resolution imag-
ing technologies of single TF molecules,
many of these studies have focused on
the binding activity of individual TFs [2,
5, 8–10], and the resultant alteration of
target gene expression [7, 11]. We
recently reported that dynamic binding
of bZIP1—a TF implicated in nutrient
signaling in plants [12, 13]—triggers
rapid and transient genome-wide
responses to a nitrogen nutrient sig-
nal [7]. Our study which was performed
by TF perturbation in isolated root cells
where the nitrogen signal is first
ioessays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc. Th
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perceived, allowed the identification
of direct bZIP1 targets based either on
genome-wide expression or TF-binding
profiles, assayed simultaneously. We
captured transient TF-target binding,
and showed that bZIP1 was bound to the
promoter of a set of transient targets
within 1 and 5minutes of nuclear entry,
but not at later time-points (30 and
60minutes) [7]. Surprisingly, these tar-
gets regulated by the transient binding
of bZIP1 (within 1–5min) were actively
transcribed 5 hours later when the TF
was no longer bound. Furthermore,
these transient TF targets had an over-
representation of non-bZIP1 cis-ele-
ments in their promoters [7]. These
cis-elements constitute potential bind-
ing sites for partner TFs that might take
over the transcriptional control after
bZIP1 has left its binding site.

Our genome-wide findings for the
transient targets of bZIP1 invoked a
classic, but largely forgotten “Hit- and-
Run” model of transcription, proposed
by Walter Schaffner in the 1980’s [14].
This model posits that a TF can act as a
trigger to assemble a stable transcrip-
tional complex that includes RNA
Polymerase II and possibly other TFs,
enabling transcription to continue even
when the founding TF is no longer
bound to the DNA. Since that initial
hypothesis [14], the “Hit-and-Run”
mode of transcription has been invoked
to explain observations of sustained
transcriptional activity at the unbound
promoter of individual TF target
genes [8, 15]. Our study [7] provides
the first genome-wide evidence for this
“Hit-and-Run” model, showing that a
www.bioessays-journal.com 851is is an
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single master TF (bZIP1) can initiate
changes in the expression of hundreds
of genes, whose regulation persists after
the initiating TF dissociates from the
target promoters.

The purpose of this essay is to
propose an explanation for the mecha-
nistic basis for this “Hit-and-Run”
model, and to infer how this rapid
transcriptional activation in root cells—
where the N-signal is first perceived—
can contribute to long-term biological
responses in a whole plant. Explicitly,
we propose that this mode of transcrip-
tional regulation [7, 14] may involve
alteration of the chromatin status of the
promoters in the target genes of a
master TF. Further, we propose that
these altered promoters have an
increased competence to bind secon-
dary TFs that can then modulate their
expression level [5]. Moreover, as TF
perturbation studies across eukaryotes
show a large discrepancy between the
TF-regulated and TF-bound genes [16–
18], this transient mode of TF binding is
likely to have broad relevance beyond
plants. We posit that this “Hit-and-Run”
mode of TF action enables a TF to act
catalytically to mediate rapid, yet sus-
tained responses to external or internal
stimuli.
“Hit-and-Run”
transcriptional regulation

Molecular evidence for the “Hit-and-
Run” model of transcriptional regula-
tion was uncovered at the single target
gene level in animals [15], and more
recently at a genome-wide scale for the
TF bZIP1, a central integrator of meta-
bolic signaling in plants and other
eukaryotes [7]. Para et al. studied the
role of bZIP1 in the context of a nitrogen
(N) signal and surprisingly found that
the transiently bound bZIP1 targets were
most relevant to N signal transduc-
tion [7]. Paradoxically, the stably bound
and regulated targets are the focus of
most TF studies. However, a focus on
the stably bound targets would have
missed the role of bZIP1 in N signaling.
An additional paradox was that the
majority of the regulated bZIP1 targets
were found to be still transcriptionally
activated or repressed after the bZIP1 TF
was no longer bound to their
852
promoters [7]. Here, we explore the
mechanisms by which this prolonged
transcription can occur following tran-
sient bZIP1 binding.

Recent studies on the nature of
transcriptional activation/repression
suggest that the DNA binding activity
of TFs is highly dynamic [19], and can be
best described as quantitative con-
tinua [20]. Under this emerging para-
digm, TFs bind to and are released from
their target sites on a time-scale of
seconds [20]. As the number of TF
molecules increases, the effective
“bound” time increases, and thus
results in higher levels of activation of
the target genes [20]. This quantitative
model relies on the increase in available
TF protein levels to cause significant
target activation. By contrast, the “Hit-
and-Run” model we present in Para
et al. [7], relates to the rapid and robust
activation of target genes, without
requiring substantial increases in the
TF protein level. The immediate advant-
age of such a “Hit-and-Run”mechanism
for a master TF is that the signal
transduced through the TF is not
delayed by the kinetics of de novo
protein synthesis required to generate
enough TF molecules (e.g. one dedi-
cated to each gene). The second advant-
age of this mechanism is that the
relatively small number of master TF
molecules allows a rapid shutdown
through a competing or attenuating
signal. We note that the “Hit-and-
Run” model does not preclude the effect
of post-translational modifications on
the gene network. In fact, the TF
partners that take over the regulation
of the target genes might themselves be
activated by interacting with bZIP1 or
through other post-transcriptional mod-
ification pathways originating from the
external signal.

As demonstrated for bZIP1, a TF can
also cause activation of a target result-
ing from a hit within 1–5minutes [7],
and the active transcription can occur
hours after it dissociates from the target
(i.e. after it has “run”). Therefore, the
question we address in this essay is:
how can a TF generate long-term
changes in the expression of its target
genes, despite only interacting with
their promoters in the initial 1–5
minutes after nuclear entry. Below, we
review several molecular explanations
for continued transcription of TF targets
Bioessays 37: 851–856,� 2015 The Authors. Bio
after the master TF has “run” to its next
target, and the underlying evidence.
Is continued regulation of
“Hit-and-Run” targets mediated
through proximal binding sites
of partner TFs?

Another surprising discovery reported
in Para et al., was that the group of
transient targets under “Hit-and-Run”
control by bZIP1 is larger (781 genes)
than the stably bound targets (120
genes), the latter typically considered
the “gold standard” targets (TF-bound
and TF-regulated at the same time-
point) [7]. This finding implies that the
majority of N-responses mediated by
bZIP1 involve: transient TF-target asso-
ciations but prolonged transcriptional
responses. Howmight this occur? As the
promoters of these transient bZIP1
targets are enriched in cis-elements for
other TFs [7], this provides support that
these secondary TFs are potentially
recruited by bZIP1, as postulated in
the original “Hit-and-Run” model [14].
One potential mechanism for continu-
ous activation of target genes is that the
transient bZIP1 “hit” to a promoter
alters DNA accessibility to favor the
binding of additional TF regulators.
Within this model, the effect of the
master TF is binary (i.e. “on/off
switch”), while the secondary TFs
would potentially act in a more tradi-
tional dosage-dependent manner (i.e.
“dimmer switch”) as described by
Biggin [20]. A possible mechanism for
the bZIP1 induced recruitment or acti-
vation of these TF partners is depicted in
Fig. 1 and discussed below.
A “hit” by a “catalyst TF” might
mediate changes in the histone
acetylation state of promoters

How can a transient “hit” by a “catalyst
TF” potentiate transcription that con-
tinues after it has “run” to its next
target? One potential mechanism which
we posit in this essay is that the “hit” of
the “catalyst TF” initiates epigenetic
changes in the promoters of its transient
target genes. Support for this hypoth-
esis comes from the interplay of TFs and
chromatin modification complexes
which has been discovered repeatedly
essays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc.



Figure 1. “Hit-and-Run” transcription: A proposed mechanism to explain how transcription
initiated by the bZIP1 transient “hit”, can continue after the “catalyst TF” “runs” off to its next
target [7]. Our hypothesis in this essay proposes that when bZIP1 transiently “hits” a target,
it recruits a chromatin modifier, Histone Acetyl Transferase (HAT complex) (Panel A). Next,
the HAT complex acetylates histones associated with the promoter of bZIP1 transient targets
(Panel B). This histone acetylation at the transcription start site (TSS) of the promoter region
can provide accessibility for partner TFs, which would enable transcription of the transient
bZIP1 targets to continue after the “catalyst TF” moves on to its next target (the “run”) (Panel
C). In the specific example of bZIP1 [7], along with the known bZIP binding site (G-box [12]),
other cis-elements including W-Box and I-Box motifs are over-represented in the promoters
of hit-and-run targets. These additional cis-motifs were previously shown to bind WRKY [41]
and MYB [42] TFs respectively, implicating bZIP1 “partners” involved in continued tran-
scription after bZIP1 has “run” to its next target in the genome.
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across unicellular (yeast [3]) and multi-
cellular eukaryotes (Drosophila [4],
mammals [5], and Arabidopsis [7, 21]).
TFs have been shown to recruit histone
methylation, acetylation, and deacety-
lation complexes to the promoters of
their target genes and establish an
altered state of transcriptional compe-
tence for these genes [1].

According to this hypothesis, a
specific “hit” by the bZIP family of
TFs may alter the histone acetylation
status immediately upstream of the
transcription start site (TSS) of the
target genes (Fig. 1). Evidence of such
a mode of action was recently uncov-
ered for bZIP11, another S1 bZIP family
member that can dimerize with
bZIP1 [22]. bZIP11 has been shown to
Bioessays 37: 851–856,� 2015 The Authors. B
recruit the histone acetylation machi-
nery (HAT) to activate the promoters of
known target genes [23]. Similarly, the
human bZIP proteins, JDP2, and ATF3,
were shown to recruit the histone
deacetylase machinery (HDAC) to
repress the expression of their tar-
gets [24]. These two studies demonstrate
the ability of the bZIP family of TFs to
recruit either the HAT machinery asso-
ciated with transcriptional activation, or
the HDAC machinery associated with
repressing the expression of target
genes. The idea of TFs altering the
histone code is well supported by
parallel studies in the mammalian TFs
Sox2 [25] and FoxA1 [26]. Both Sox2 [25]
and FoxA1 [26] TFs recruit the histone
methylation apparatus to deposit a
ioessays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
methylation mark on H3K4 that primes
their target genes for activation.

Changes in the histone acetylation
status of a promoter can alter its
accessibility for TF regulators [27] by
altering the chromatin state of the
promoters. The increased availability
of the promoters could represent an
obvious mechanism for a “catalytic TF”
(e.g. bZIP1) to recruit additional partner
TFs through epigenetic modifications.
In effect, this acetylation state would
enable bZIP1 to indirectly leave its
“mark” on its target genes, and ensure
that their expression could persist long
after its dissociation from the promoter
(Fig. 1B). Support for the model of bZIP-
mediated changes in histone acetylation
is provided by the observation that the
G-box recognition site for bZIP1 [12] lies
in closer proximity to the TSS of its
target genes than the cis-elements of the
recruited partner TFs (Table 1) [7]. This
proximal position of bZIP1 binding to
the TSS would enable the “catalyst TF”
to alter acetylation of histones directly
upstream of the G-Box in the promoter
and downstream into the start of the
gene. Indeed, histone acetylation is
known to generally peak around the
TSS for active genes [28, 29]. Therefore,
a bi-directional increase in histone
acetylation that is centered at the bZIP1
binding site proximal to the TSS would
simultaneously increase the accessibil-
ity of the secondary TF recognition sites
and the TSS. As a result, a promoter
organization favoring the placement of
bZIP binding sites closer to the TSS and
the secondary TF sites more distally
(Table 1), could have been selected
during plant evolution. Such changes
in histone acetylation status of the
target promoter, would alter the local
chromatin structure, resulting in repres-
sive or permissive chromatin configu-
rations for the binding of the other
recruited TF partners [30] and the
resulting transcription machinery
(Fig. 1C). Again, the concept of TFs
acting cooperatively on a related set of
promoters was recently reported in
mammalian adipogenesis [31], suggest-
ing that the basic mechanisms of tran-
scriptional regulation are broadly
conserved across eukaryotes.

Once the chromatin status of the
promoter of the transient TF target gene
is altered by the TF “hit” (Fig. 1A), the
“catalyst TF” is then free to dissociate
853



Table 1. The bZIP1 “catalyst TF” binds most proximal to the TSS, compared to its
potential recruited partner TFs

Cis-regulatory motifs over-represented in bZIP1
transient targets

Median distance to
TSS (bp)

bZIP1
G/C-Box (bZIP binding) 160

Partner TFs
I-Box (MYB binding) 370
SORLIP1 (unknown) 268
W-Box (WRKY binding) 312

Proximity of TF binding sites in bZIP1 transient targets [7] relative to the canonical
transcription start site (TSS) is shown. The known bZIP1 binding site G/C Box [12]
lies closer to the TSS, compared to the secondary TF binding sites that are
specifically enriched in the promoters of the transient targets of bZIP1 [7], as also
depicted in Fig. 1.
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from the promoter (Fig. 1B). The assem-
bly of the transcriptional machinery
(RNA Pol II complex)may be initiated by
the master TF (Fig. 1A) and/or by the
secondary TFs after the master TF
“runs” (Fig. 1C). In both cases, the
master TF is responsible for recruitment
of the HAT complex. The released
“catalyst TF” molecule is then available
to interact with the promoters of other
target genes, to initiate transient bind-
ing, or to become part of a stable
transcription initiation complex. Within
the current paradigm of transcription
dynamics as quantitative association
continua [19, 20], the “Hit-and-Run”
mechanism can be viewed as a means
by which transient association of low-
levels of a TF could support large
expression changes. As discussed in
Para et al. [7], this mechanism is distinct
from TF “tread-milling” where transient
binding results in low level expres-
sion [11]. The “Hit-and-Run”mechanism
would also eliminate the dilution
effect inherent to the association of a
few TF molecules with a very large
number of recognition sites in the
genome [19].
The “run”: Does
nucleosome positioning
affect transcription factor
dissociation?

Single molecule studies have demon-
strated that TF binding to DNA is a
dynamic process with rapid association
and dissociation events [11, 19]. The
854
“run” portion of the “Hit-and-Run”
model is distinct in that once bZIP1
dissociates from the promoter the TF
does not bind again to the promoter [7],
suggesting that re-establishment of
binding is inhibited in some fashion.
A recent study on the effect of nucleo-
some positioning relative to TF binding
site [2], offers insights into a possible
mechanism to explain the hypothesis
that bZIP1 re-binding to its transient
target is hindered. This study showed
that when nucleosomes are positioned
at the TF binding site the TF binding
affinity is reduced 500-fold, and TF
dissociation rate is increased 1,000-fold.
Also, nucleosome positioning is heavily
influenced by histone acetylation [32]
and therefore a TF that recruits the
Histone Acetyltransferase (HAT) machi-
nery would affect nucleosome position-
ing. A recent study [23] on the
recruitment of the HAT machinery in
Arabidopsis showed that multiple mem-
bers of the bZIP S1 subfamily bind the
ADA2b protein and recruit the HAT
complex. The ADA2b protein is a known
transcriptional coactivator that physi-
cally interacts with the GCN5 protein in
the HAT complex and plays a role in H3
and H4 acetylation in Arabidopsis [33,
34]. Although this study [23] found no
evidence for bZIP1 binding to ADA2b, it
found strong evidence that a closely
related family member, bZIP11, binds
ADA2b and recruits the HAT complex.
The bZIP TF family has been reported to
act through extensive homo- and hetero-
dimerization networks in humans [35]
and plants [22]. The plant study in
particular showed that bZIP1 does form
Bioessays 37: 851–856,� 2015 The Authors. Bio
dimers with bZIP11 [22]. Therefore, bZIP1
may, through dimerization with bZIP11
and/or bZIP44 [22], recruit the HAT
complex, and alter the histone code of
the transient promoters to which it
binds. The acetylation of such promoters
would lead to two effects: (i) Activate the
promoters to allow continued binding
by secondary TFs and (ii) alter the
histone mark on its own binding site
leading to heightened dissociation of
bZIP1 from these promoters.
Early and transient “Hit-
and-Run” targets of bZIP1
detected in isolated cells,
mediate long-term
downstream responses in
planta

Finally, what are the in planta bio-
logical implications of the “Hit-and-
Run” transcription mechanism? These
rapid and transient bZIP1 targets cap-
tured specifically in root cells (where the
N-signal is first sensed), are the inter-
mediates that control long-term nitro-
gen responses in plants, as described in
Para et al. [7] and expanded on below.
Acting as a “catalyst TF”, bZIP1 tran-
siently binds to the promoters of other
TFs (e.g. LBDs [36]) to initiate a tran-
scriptional cascade in response to a
nitrogen nutrient signal [7]. These early
and transient TF targets of bZIP1 are in
turn relevant to the downstream nitro-
gen responses mediated by bZIP1 in
planta (including N-induced changes in
development), as evidenced by trans-
genic and mutant studies [12]. In one
example, the transient bZIP1 TF targets
(LBD38 & 39) detected in isolated root
cells [7], have themselves been shown to
mediate changes in nitrogen uptake
and assimilation and root development
in planta [36]. In another example,
WRKY70 is regulated by bZIP1 in a
“Hit-and-Run” manner [7]. This activa-
tion of WRKY70 by a bZIP1 transient
“hit” will lead to the downstream, long-
term effect on plant growth as described
in a functional analysis of WRKY70 [37].
Thus, the rapid and transient targets of
bZIP1 captured in isolated root cells [7]
include important TFs that are regula-
tors of the downstream processes in
planta, to mediate changes in growth
essays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc.



bZIP1

WRKYs

LBDs

(Para et al., 2014)

Hit-and-Run
targets

Long term
in planta effect

(Rubin et al., 2009)

(Besseau et al., 2012)

Senescence

Protein content
Shoot branching

Figure 2. Transient “Hit-and-Run” targets
of bZIP1 detected specifically in root cells
are early responders that mediate bZIP1
downstream responses in planta. Rapid and
transient “Hit-and-Run” targets of bZIP1
detected in isolated root cells [7] include
TFs such as specific members of LBD and
WRKY families [7]. These LBDs and WRKYs
have been shown to mediate life-time traits
of plants such as total protein content,
shoot branching patterns [36] and leaf
senescence [37].
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and development in response to the
changing nitrogen environment
(Fig. 2) [12].
“Hit-and-Run” enables a TF to
act as a “catalyst TF”

Another biological implication of the
“Hit-and-Run” model is that it can
enable a small number of TF molecules
to act catalytically to rapidly initiate a
large genome-wide response. The bZIP
family of TFs, especially the S-group of
bZIPs that includes bZIP1, is post-trans-
lationally modified in response to
nutrient sensing [13]. This post-transla-
tional mechanism can therefore allow
existing TF molecules to be activated
and rapidly initiate broad responses to
the nutrient signal. The combined
advantage of a post-transcriptional
activation mechanism coupled with a
“Hit-and-Run” activation mechanism,
allows an organism to rapidly alter its
genetic program with a small number of
TF molecules and without the delay of a
multi-step transcriptional cascade.
Experimental approaches
to determine the histone
code during “Hit-and-Run”
regulation

The hypothesis put forward herein, that
the “Hit-and-Run” mode of transcrip-
tional regulation involves changes in
Bioessays 37: 851–856,� 2015 The Authors. B
the histone code, is readily testable. The
primary prediction of this hypothesis is
that the acetylation status of histones
associated with the bZIP1 transiently
bound promoters (e.g. Class III transient
bZIP1 targets in Para et al.) [7] is altered
shortly after activation by the TF “hit”
(Fig. 1). In Para et al., [7] the moniker
“Class III targets” refers to the set of
genes whose promoters are transiently
bound by the catalyst TF but continue to
be differentially regulated after the
catalyst TF is no longer bound to the
promoter. Specifically, the histones in
close proximity to the known bZIP1
binding sites [7] would be hypothesized
to show an increased acetylation signal
after bZIP1 binding. Therefore, a time-
course assay of the genome-wide his-
tone acetylation status following
induced TF nuclear localization in the
cell-based TARGET system [7, 38],
would reveal temporal changes in
histone modifications specifically asso-
ciated with the promoters of bZIP1
transient targets. The highly transient
nature of such TF interactions would be
difficult, if not impossible, to capture
through biochemical techniques such
as immunoprecipitation, since the time
required to fix intact tissues would
exceed the interaction time of the TF
and its target. Nonetheless, the acety-
lation footprint of the TF should be
detectable after the TF is released.

In the model proposed herein, the
“catalyst TF” recruits specific HATs to
the activated set of targets, and specific
HDACs to the repressed set of targets.
Therefore, the role of the histone
acetylation in the “Hit-and-Run” mech-
anism can be validated through the
global study of bZIP1 targets in HAT and
HDAC mutant backgrounds.
Catalyst versus pioneer modes
of TF action

Finally, some parallels in the mode-of-
action can be drawn between bZIP1, a
“catalyst TF” that responds to environ-
mental cues in plants [7], and “pioneer
TFs” such as Zelda in Drosophila [4] and
FoxA1 in mammals [26, 39] that respond
to developmental cues. Both models
invoke a master TF that affects a large
set of genes by altering promoter
accessibility through changes in chro-
matin status. Recently, it has been
ioessays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
shown that Zelda binds to thousands
of genes and modifies their chromatin
accessibility, leading to early and robust
activation of these genes by the TF
Dorsal during early embryo develop-
ment [4]. Similarly, a sequential and
simultaneous binding pattern of multi-
ple TFs leads to adipocyte differentia-
tion in mammals [31]. A recent, study of
pioneer TF binding to closed chromatin
regions details the ability of a set of
pioneer TFs (FoxA, Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and
c-Myc) to bind partial sites accesible on
nucleosomes [40]. Nonetheless, crucial
differences remain between the “Hit-
and-Run” regulation by the bZIP1 mas-
ter TF and the pioneer TFs such as Zelda
and FoxA1. The most glaring difference
is that the pioneer TFs are stably bound
to their targets through the relevant
developmental stage, while bZIP1 tran-
siently binds to its targets. Also, while
pioneer TFs are typically developmental
regulators of early embryogenesis or cell
differentiation, bZIP1 is probably one of
many master TFs that exhibit this
“catalyst TF” mode-of-action in
response to environmental cues.
Conclusions and outlook

In summary, we recently reported
genome-wide evidence for a “Hit-and-
Run” model of transcriptional control.
In this model a “catalyst TF” initiates
transcription of a target by the “hit”,
recruits partners and then “runs”,
leaving its partner TFs to continue the
work it started. Here, we further
explored this proposed “Hit-and-Run”
transcription model and discussed its
possible molecular mechanism and bio-
logical relevance. The hypothesis put
forward in this essay is that the “Hit-
and-Run” mode of transcription
involves chromatin modifications that
make a transient target gene more
accessible to partner TFs. These partner
TFs continue to regulate the transient
target, enabling the catalyst TF to “run”
off to another target. The implication of
change in the chromatin state of
transient targets is readily testable by
a time-course ChIP-Seq assay for his-
tone modifications in the cell-based
system for TF perturbation [7, 38].
Finally, commonalities in the mode of
action of bZIP1 as a “catalyst TF” that
responds to an environmental cue in
855
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plants [7], and “pioneer” TFs regulating
development and differentiation in ani-
mals [4, 40], suggests that variations on
the “Hit-and-Run” theme could be
relevant to transcriptional regulation
of gene networks across eukaryotes.
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